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D E S C R I P T I O N

BIOMETRIC METHOD AND DEVICE FOR IDENTIFYING A PERSON THROUGH AN

ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG) WAVEFORM

Technical field

[0001] The present disclosure relates t o a biometric method and device for identifying a person

through electrocardiogram (ECG) morphology-derived waveform characteristics, using only one

or a very few number of heartbeats.

Background

[0002] In the past few years, more safer and trustable identity recognition methods in

comparison with the conventional techniques used so far are being extensively explored.

Identity recognition has applications in several facets of life, including security technology, e-

commerce, data protection, entertainment, remote access, voting, health and social services

[1]. However, traditional identity recognition methods, such as passwords or encryption keys,

have numerous constraints. Those methods can be vulnerable and inefficient for sensing a

certain physiologic change or simply for identifying a specific person. Consequently, researchers

have begun investigating the possibility of using biometric measures in order t o recognize a

person. Currently, biometrics-based identity recognition is a rapidly growing research area not

only due t o the increasing demands for security in healthcare and law enforcement applications

[3], but also t o be applied in the development of novel and attractive systems for

entertainment applications. In addition t o security or other technological industries, the media

and entertainment sectors have been also applying biometrics in the industry of user-adaptable

objects in order t o make it even more user-friendly. Indeed, human-interactive technologies

are being extensively explored in order t o develop smart objects and systems capable of

interact with its user for a number of different applications. Recently, significant efforts were

made in order t o develop an apparatus able t o recognize its user through biometric inputs and

interact with him.



[0003] Identity authentication using one or more biometric measures ensures identification,

authentication and nonrepudiation in information security [3]. Fingerprint, retina, face, iris and

voice recognition were the first technologies being explored in the field of biometrics. Recently,

several studies proved that it is possible t o identify an individual through morphological

features extracted by imaging its ear, odour, keystroke or individual gait t o identify persons.

However, recent findings revealed that all those methods have also several drawbacks. Despite

a lot of research was done in the past years in order t o develop and improve the biometric

technologies cited above, much more improvements must be done in future years. For

example, for an individual to be identified through face-derived features, the underlying

authentication algorithm must t o analyse specific characteristics such as the width of the nose,

the distance between eyes, jaw line, among others. However, those features are constantly

suffering from on-going changes resultant from changes in the person facial expression, which

can introduce a large variability in the features set used for identity recognition and

compromise classifier generalization ability. In addition, as the person gets older, his face

changes by the age, contributing even more for the larger variability of face-derived features.

For those reasons, near perfection accuracy results have been achieved by human facial

recognition algorithms recently developed only under highly controlled environments

(approximately 97.23%), being its performance highly influenced by several factors such as

illumination or subject position.

[0004] Although being one of the most mature technologies, fingerprint recognition has also

several drawbacks. Its potential can be fooled using a synthetic material, such as gelatine.

Additionally, in some situations, such as unconstrained environments, the quality of the

acquired data may be not amenable for an automated recognition, being the majority of input

samples rejected by this type of algorithms. However, fingerprint recognition algorithms which

ensure a near perfect performance were already developed, showing accuracy values of

approximately 99%. Despite the accuracy being the measure most frequently considered for

analysing the strength of biometric systems, not only this measure is important to evaluate the

performance of such systems. In addition t o accuracy, statistic measures such as the False

Rejection Rate (FRR), False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and Speed and Throughout Rate (STR) must

be also computed in order t o correctly characterize a method for biometric purposes [15]. The

False Rejection Rate is defined as the frequency of times when biometric information is not

matched against any records in a database, when a person who is enrolled in the system tries



t o validate his/her identity. A biometric system associated with a high FRR can be particularly

frustrating, causing unnecessary logs, affecting service and a negative impact in the productivity

[16]. The FAR is the statistical measure which represents the degree at which a person is falsely

reported to match the biometric template or information belonging to another person in the

database [15]. Finally, the Speed and Throughout Rate reflects the method data processing

capability, transducing the time for a decision (accept or reject the ID) being announced by the

biometric system [17]. The relationship between FAR and FRR associated with the fingerprint

recognition method reveals that this technique performs best for low acceptance rates [18], in

comparison with the other methods represented in the figure 1. However, fingerprint

recognition has a relevant drawback that significantly affect the performance of the method: its

high False Rejection Rate - independently of the detection performance, the system reject

about 10% of its input values. Voice, hand and face recognition have a highly variable behaviour

in comparison with fingerprint - these three techniques must to reject almost all of the input

samples in order to ensure performance values similar to fingerprint recognition. The iris

system reveals to be the best relatively to all the techniques - with only 1.8 % of false

rejections. However, the complexity of this method significantly increases, in comparison with

the remaining ones. Relatively to the Speed and Throughout Rate, according with a study

conducted by the UK Passport Service [15], the majority of the fingerprint recognition systems

have a Speed and Throughout Rate between 45 seconds and 1 minute and 45 seconds. Only in

recent years, biometric systems were able to reach speed detection values between 6-10

seconds and, even today, several systems in the market do not ensure this response rapidity.

Taking into account these facts, the response speed of this type of techniques remains a

challenging topic in the field of biometrics.

[0005] Besides improving the performance values mentioned above associated with the

existing biometric identity systems, researchers have begun t o investigate novel biometric

technologies for individual identification, in order to correct the drawbacks of the first ones.

Recently, some researchers proposed identity recognition methods based on the individual

touching behavior, by exploiting biometrical features such as position, pressure or size, when a

subject simply inputs a pattern password into a touch screen. However, this novel method has

also implications that compromise its performance. The fact that it is only focused on the

collection of pattern data provided from a single type of sensor and taking into account that an

individual can hold/touch a certain object by different manners in different occasions, enhances



its feasibility. Therefore, scientists made efforts in order t o develop a system able t o recognize

its user through the information provided from a more robust biometric signature, that could

not be affected by sudden and significant changes observed in the emotional state, age,

acquisition local, subject position, between other factors. For the reasons detailed above, the

application of electrocardiography (ECG) for biometric purposes has been studied in the past

few years [3]. It has been established that this type of biological signal, besides providing

liveliness detection, is strongly correlated t o the subject arousal level [3]. Additionally, the ECG

signal is hard t o steal and impossible t o mimic, because it is unique and intrinsic to each

subject. ECG describes the electrical activity of the heart, providing information about the heart

rate, rhythm and morphology [21]. A typical ECG wave provided from a healthy subject is

composed by the fiducial points: P, Q, , S and T (a P wave, a QRS complex and a T wave) - see

figure 2 - [21] [22].

[0006] Physiological and geometrical differences, such as differences in heart position, size,

conductivity of various cardiac muscles, cardiac activation order and physical conditions are the

main physiological factors for the heterogeneity of ECG signals among individuals.

[0007] Recently, researchers has classified ECG-based biometric techniques in two types: the

ones that are based in the fiducial points detection, and the ones based on the extraction of

features in frequency domain. The first type of biometric techniques suppose direct time

domain feature extraction, being the first method for ECG-based biometric reported in the

literature [21]. The features used in this type of classification are only based in the morphology

of the ECG, being of simple extraction. They are mostly based on the location of ECG fiducial

points (P,Q,R,S,T). Some examples of this type of features are P wave duration, P amplitude,

QRS duration, QRS amplitude, T duration, T amplitude - temporal intervals and amplitude

difference between fiducial points. Currently, most of those time-domain features are mostly

used for cardiovascular diagnosis [21]. Recent research studies proved that there are some

characteristics of the ECG waveform, regarding wave shape, amplitude, temporal interval

between fiducial points, which could be permanent, distinctive from person t o person and

stable enough to correctly identify a subject [22].

[0008] One of the problems of the ECG-based biometric systems which use time-domain

features is the time varying nature of ECG waves. Indeed, the morphology of the ECG signal

acquired even for few seconds can vary from time t o time even for the same subject [21], due

t o sudden changes on the cardiac heart rate, which is controlled by the autonomic nervous



system (ANS) [22]. Time intervals among fiducials points change with varying heart rate [22]

[23], and it is being a challenge to find a suitable normalization method to avoid high

misclassification rates associated with the time variability of the heart rate. Currently, the

majority of the ECG-based identity recognition algorithms developed so far are included in the

second type, the ones that use frequency-derived features and wavelet-based measures, being

therefore computationally demanding and time consuming, requiring highly complex hardware

architectures [23] [24]. However, those algorithms are even much more computationally

demanding in comparison with the ones that use only frequency-derived features.

[0009] In a world where the small-scale technology has been extremely valued, where mobile

and wearable technology are emerging as the next big market, most of all with applications in

the industry of entertainment and gaming, more simpler biometric algorithms are required to

cope with processing and storage limitations. Recently, several small-scale interactive systems

designed to be controlled by biometric inputs were developed, since user-adaptable toys [25],

biofeedback systems [9], video games based on brain computer interfaces (BCI) [26], etc. More

efficient, simpler and faster biometric techniques are thus very important. Efforts are being

made in order t o develop an ECG based-algorithm for biometric purposes capable to recognize

a person as briefly as possible [1]. However, not only the misclassification rate and accuracy are

currently used as criteria for assessing biometric algorithms performance. Other parameters

such as computational requirements (in terms of cost and time) are being broadly used for

judging identification methods, being the computational cost (e.g. number and type of

mathematical operations) one of the major factors that determines the acceptability of a given

biometric system [21]. Recently, Wubbeler et al. [27] have proposed an algorithm which

ensures classification error rates smaller than 3 % using the information extracted from 10

heartbeats.

[0010] However, their method is based on ECG acquisitions from more than one-lead and only

one temporal distance measure, being, therefore, vulnerable to error. Can Ye et al. [28] have

also developed a method which ensures a correct subject identification using only ECG

acquisitions with 6 seconds (approximately 6-8 heartbeats). However, it applies features

extraction methods and uses 26 features for training the classifier, implying a high

computational cost. To our knowledge, no other work has proposed a method capable of

identifying a person using less heartbeats.



[0011] These facts are disclosed in order t o illustrate the technical problem addressed by the

present disclosure.
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Summary

[0013] This disclosure includes a low computational cost method that is able t o quickly identify

a person through electrocardiogram (ECG) morphology-derived characteristics, using one or, in

some situations, a very few number of waveform heartbeats. This method is able t o achieve



recognition accuracy values near 100% with low false rejection rate (FRR), which is one of the

main problems of the current widespread systems. It is based on fast ECG signal processing

steps - such as filters and signal derivatives -, being mostly independent of the type of classifier

selected for the pattern recognition task. It ensures high performance results, according t o an

embodiment, by using either an Artificial Neural Network or Support Vector Machines (SVM).

Resulting identity check systems can be easily embedded in small-scale devices, according t o an

embodiment, with simple low-cost and low-power hardware. They can be applied t o several

domains, such as user interaction, entertainment and gaming (user-adaptable toys, human-

interactive systems, etc.), security purposes (e-commerce, data protection, remote access, e-

banking services, clinical validation data, etc.), among others.

[0014] In this disclosure, it is proposed a device and a method for identifying a person, by using

features only based on three distance measures among ECG fiducial points on the time domain.

By capturing an ECG wave for few seconds and therefore extracting the temporal distances

between the Q, R, S and T fiducial points and using machine learning techniques, this method is

capable t o automatically identify a person using only the information provided for a single

heartbeat. A great advantage of this method is its ability t o recognize a specific person in real

time. An embodiment includes an advantageous normalization step. In order t o compensate

the sudden changes in individual heart rate, according t o an embodiment, new heartbeat-

derived features are normalized using the average RR distance across all subjects calculated

using the training set. Using this step, features provided from a new heartbeat can be therefore

normalized and projected in the training features space independently from the current

individual heart rate, being possibly t o recognize the person whose heartbeat belongs to. The

disclosure may be also used for other applications, such as healthcare and security purposes.

[0015] It is disclosed a method for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG,

waveform, said method comprising:

capturing ECG signals from a sample population including the person t o be identified;

computing ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T of the sample population from the captured

ECG signals;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or any other three

linear-combination distances of ST, RT and QT, from the computed ECG fiducial points Q, R,

S and T of the sample population;



training a computer classification model on the computed sample population ECG

distances;

capturing an ECG signal from the person t o be identified;

computing the person's ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T from the person's captured ECG

signal;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or the same three

linear-combination distances of ST, RT and QT used when training the computer

classification model, from the person's computed ECG fiducial points Q, R, Sand T;

using the classification model with the person's computed ECG distances t o identify the

person to be identified within the sample population.

[0016] It is disclosed a method for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG,

waveform, against a previously trained computer classification model using a sample

population including the person t o be identified, said method comprising:

capturing an ECG signal from the person t o be identified;

computing the person's ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T from the person's captured ECG

signal;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or three linear-

combination distances of ST, RT and QT previously used when training said computer

classification model, from the person's computed ECG fiducial points Q, R, Sand T;

using the classification model with the person's computed ECG distances t o identify the

person to be identified within the sample population;

wherein the classification model was previously trained on sample population ECG

distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, o r any other three linear-combination

distances of ST, RT and QT, which were computed from the computed ECG fiducial points

Q, R, Sand T which were computed from captured ECG signals from the sample population.

[0017] An embodiment comprises normalizing the computed ECG distances ST, RT and QT, of

the sample population and of the person t o be identified, using an average of the ECG distance

RR computed from the captured ECG signals from the sample population.

[0018] An embodiment comprises computing ECG distances from the captured ECG signals of

the sample population for up to a maximum of 25 t o 60 heartbeat waveforms for each

population member, in particular up to a maximum of 35 t o 50 heartbeat waveforms for each



popu lation member, or between 25 and 50 hea rtbeats for each population mem ber, or

between 35 t o 60 hea rtbeats for each pop ulation mem ber.

[0019] An embodi ment comprises com puti ng ECG distances from the captured ECG signa ls of

the person t o be identified for 1 to 2 hea rtbeat waveforms.

[0020] In an embodi ment, com puting the ECG distances ST, T and QT of a hea rtbeat

waveform includes:

determining the fid ucia l points Q, R, Sand T from the hea rtbeat waveform, and

ca lculating the time interva ls between Sand T for ECG dista nce ST, between Rand T for for

ECG distance RT, and between Q and T for for ECG dista nce QT.

[0021] In an embodiment, computing the ECG dista nce RR of a hea rtbeat waveform includes:

determining the fiducia l poi nt Rfrom the hea rtbeat waveform and the fiducia l point Rfrom

the precedi ng hea rtbeat waveform, and

ca lculating the time interva l between the two fid ucia l points Rfor ECG dista nce RR.

[0022] An embodiment com prises rejecti ng the computed ECG dista nces of a hea rtbeat

waveform if the hea rtbeat waveform is determined to be a noisy waveform .

[0023] In an embodiment, a hea rtbeat waveform is determi ned to be a noisy waveform if the

fol lowi ng form ula is verified :

O R < 0.0 s and 0.200 < < 03 0 .

[0024] In an embodiment, com puting the ECG dista nces QR, QT and RR of a hea rtbeat

waveform includes:

determining the fid ucia l points Q, Rand T from the heartbeat waveform,

ca lculating the t ime interva ls between Q and Rfor ECG dista nce QR, between Q and T for

ECG distance QT,

determining the fiducia l poi nt Rfrom the preceding hea rtbeat waveform, and

ca lculating the time interva l between the two fid ucia l points Rfor ECG dista nce RR.

[0025] An embodiment com prises filteri ng the captured ECG signa l.

[0026] An embodiment com prises capturing the ECG signa l from the person to be identified for

a plura lity of hea rtbeats, performing said method according to any of the descri bed method

embodi ments for identifying a person, for each captured hea rtbeat, and selecting the person

that was identified more frequently over said plu ra lity of hea rtbeats.



[0027] It is also disclosed a non-transitory storage media including program instructions for

implementing a method for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG, waveform,

the program instructions including instructions executable t o carry out the method of any of

the described embodiments.

[0028] It is also disclosed a device for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG,

waveform, said device comprising a non-transitory storage media according t o the previously

described.

[0029] It is also disclosed a device comprising an ECG capture circuit and a digital data

processor for carrying out said program instructions.

[0030] It is also disclosed a device comprising an ECG capture circuit and a digital data

processor arranged t o carry out the method of any of the described embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0031] The following figures provide preferred embodiments for illustrating the description and

should not be seen as limiting the scope of invention.

[0032] Figure 1: Schematic representation of FAR versus FRR curve for several state-of-the-art

biometric techniques [18].

[0033] Figure 2 : Schematic representation of an heartbeat waveform with ECG fiducial points

P, Q, RS and T.

[0034] Figure 3 : Schematic representation of an embodiment of the described method steps.

At first, the raw signal is filtered (1) and, then, fiducial points are located (2). After that, the

distance measures are computed (3) and the noisy heartbeats are removed (4). Considering the

training phase, distance measures are therefore normalized according to subject's heart rate

(5). Training features are used t o optimize SVM classifier settings and to build the best training

model (6). In the test phase, after obtaining the processed data, test vectors are mapped into

the training feature space using the model build in the train and average train RR across

subjects for obtaining the predicted label (7).

[0035] Figure 4 : Portion of ECG signal (one heartbeat) processed using the method described

above. Identification of fiducial points Q, R S and T.



[0036] Figure 5 : Schematic representation of an embodiment of the features normalization

procedure, based on the average temporal distance between consecutive peaks across

subjects.

[0037] Figure 6 : Schematic representation of the mean test accuracy obtained for a 10-subjects

group across 66 different combinations between train and test sets, for several values of train

duration; and corresponding standard error bars.

[0038] Figure 7 : Schematic representation of FAR versus FRR curves for several techniques in

comparison with the presently disclosed method (represented by the triangle). Adapted from

[18].

[0039] Figure 8: Schematic representation of the number of heartbeats averaged across the

ten subjects and 1000 runs necessary t o identify each subject individually and corresponding fit

line.

Detailed Description

[0040] The method preferably comprises several main steps from the raw ECG signal till subject

identification label: ECG processing, feature creation, feature processing, classifier training and

test. It is t o be noted that, in the present disclosure, each class equates to each label, and that

each class and each label equate to each individual t o be identified.

[0041] The following pertains the ECG processing for the location of fiducial points. At first, the

method is comprised of a sequence of processing steps - step (1) in the figure 3 - in order to

remove noise artefacts and clean the ECG signal, for fiducial points be quickly, easily and

correctly marked - step (2) of the figure 3 -, preferably using only threshold conditions. In

general, Independently of the type of features extracted, an ECG signal with a high percentage

of noise could lead t o errors in the classifier training phase and high misclassification rates. As

was referred before, the majority of ECG-based processing schemes includes computationally

demanding mathematical operations, such as averaging, filtering, wavelet decomposition,

among others. In this particular step, fiducial points are located on the raw signal in order to

compute the three temporal distances between fiducials Q, R, S, and T used for identifying the

user - distances ST, RT and QT. Note that similar classification accuracy values could be

obtained with any other three linear combinations equivalent to ST, RT and QT segments (e.g.



similar accuracy values will be obtained if distances QR, RS and ST were used instead of ST, RT

and QJ).

[0042] According to an embodiment, the R points may be located using the Pan Tompkins

algorithm [29], which has been extensively used for the last 2 decades in the majority of the

studies related with ECG waveform [30] [31] [32] [33], these references being hereby included

in their totality. Therefore, in order t o identify the remaining points (Q, S and T), the raw signal

may be filtered using a Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut off frequency of 10 Hz - adequate

for the ECG sampling rate. The Q points may be identified by computing the signal derivative

considering a time window of 0.04 seconds defined before each R point. The last temporal

mark (and the closest one relatively t o each R complex) at which the derivative signal crosses

zero considering this time window may be marked as point Q for each heartbeat. A similar

method may be used for locating the point S. The first temporal mark at which the derivative

changes from negative to positive values, in a time window between 2 milliseconds and 0.10

seconds defined after each point R, is assigned as the point S. For locating the T wave, it may be

determined the last temporal index where the derivative of the signal changes from positive to

negative values, considering a time window between 0.10 and 0.38 seconds after each R

complex. The time windows considered to discover each fiducial point may be defined based on

previously established physiological limits [34]. See figure 4 for an illustration of the fiducials

marked according with the locations given by the presently disclosed method.

[0043] The following pertains to the feature creation. After locating fiducial points, the

temporal distances between the fiducial points (Q, R, S and T) are computed for each

heartbeat, in order t o be used as features for the classification task - step (3) of the figure 3.

Therefore, in order to reject the feature vectors corresponding to noisy heartbeats, the indexes

of heart segments which do not satisfy the following conditions can be removed - step (4) of

the figure 3 :

QR < G 7 s and 0.200 s < -= < 0360 s.

[0044] The features used in the decision function in the pattern recognition task are based on

the temporal distance between the fiducial points Q, R, S and T. Three features are considered

by this method: the time interval between Q and T (QT); between Rand T (RT) and Sand T (ST).

The following pertains to the pattern recognition. After computing the features used in the

pattern recognition task and in order t o perform a classification independently of the subject



heart rate, the three features - both training and test distances ST, T and QT - may be

normalized using the average RR distance (RR) across all subjects in the training set. Using this

physiology-based step, features provided from a new heartbeat can be therefore normalized

and projected in the training features space independently from the current individual heart

rate, leading a correct identification of the current user - steps (5) and (7) of figure 3; and figure

5 .

[0045] The following pertains to the training of the classification method for the pattern

recognition. After computing feature vectors, it is needed t o choose the classification method -

for example Support Vector Machines, K-Nearest Neighbour classifier or Neural Networks.

Therefore, the dataset used can be partitioned in three subsets: one for training the classifier,

other for classification validation - in order t o select the most adequate classifier parameters

(step (6) of the figure 3) - and; at last, one subset for testing the classifier chosen - for

computing classifier performance.

[0046] The following pertains t o the testing of the classification method for the pattern

recognition. After determining the parameter values more suitable for the classifier selected

using the validation set, accuracy measures may be computed using a data subset not involved

in the training. If the dataset used in the pattern recognition problem is not balanced relatively

t o the number of samples per class (e.g. number of heartbeats per subject), the most adequate

performance measure in terms of the rate of heartbeats correctly assigned t o a subject, is

normally the F-Measure - which reflects both the sensibility and sensitivity of a method. If a

significant difference is not observed between the number of heartbeats per individual,

performance rate can be evaluated simply using the accuracy.

[0047] Both the classification model build with the most adequate parameters set determined

in the validation task, and the averaged RR value across samples and subjects computed in the

training dataset - step (6) and (7) of the figure 3 -, are used t o classify each new instance (e.g.

heartbeat).

[0048] The following pertains to the results obtained, in particular t o the robustness of the

device and method (Accuracy, FAR, FRR and Speed and Throughout Rate) for the classification

accuracy on a 10-subjects group. In the figure 6 is presented a graph that shows the results

obtained using the method described above (using the Support Vector Machines as classifier in

the pattern recognition task), for a group of 10 subjects. In the graph is presented the evolution



of the accuracy with the training time. The averaged accuracy results plotted in the graph were

obtained by applying the method proposed above for 66 different combination between

different train and test sets. The dataset used here was balanced relatively t o the number of

samples per individual.

[0049] In general, the method proposed ensures mean accuracy values above 96%, reaching a

maximal value of 97.5% (near 100%) for a training duration between 30 and 40 seconds

(approximately 25-50 heartbeats), being unnecessary t o train the classifier for more time, given

that the classifier performance stabilizes for longer training durations.

[0050] By running the method for 66 different combination between train and test sets, it was

possible t o plot the mean FAR and corresponding average FRR in the graphic that illustrates the

relation between FAR and FRR, and comparing with the performance curves of the other

techniques (figure 7). We obtained an average value for the FAR and FRR of 5.71 ± 1.9% and

3.44 ± 1.98 %, respectively. Those results demonstrate that, unlike voice, face and hand

recognition, the disclosed method ensures both FAR and FRR within a narrow range of values,

demonstrating a consistent performance behaviour. Note that our method ensures similar

False Acceptance Rate values in comparison with the fingerprint verification - the technique

considered the most mature nowadays -, by rejecting less input samples, and being much less

complex and costly.

[0051] In the next figure (figure 8) is presented the average values of the number of heartbeats

necessary t o identify each subject across 1000 times repetition and along 66 combinations

between different train and test sets (note that for each combination, the test set used was

never involved in the training), for each training duration.

We can observe from figure 8 that, independently of the training duration, the average number

of heartbeats necessary for correctly identifying a subject is between 1 and 2, ensuring a very

quick recognition of the user. Note that, if the acquisition test is composed by a given number

of heartbeats, a label corresponding t o an individual will be assigned t o each one of the

heartbeats of the acquisition test set, and each acquisition test set will be classified as

belonging to the most frequently observable individual label. Using a train set with

approximately 40-50 seconds (approximately 35-60 heartbeats) w e can identify a subject of this

10-person group using, at average, 1.02 heartbeats.



[0052] We can therefore conclude that the Speed and Throughout Rate of this method is

between 0.75 seconds and 3 seconds, being, in general, better than the methods developed so

far.

[0053] The following pertains to the robustness of the method and its classification accuracy

for a 15-subjects group. Therefore, as discussed, we analysed the method accuracy for a higher

number of persons (for a group of 15 subjects).

[0054] In the table below is presented the results obtained with the method described above

for a different group (than the referred in the previous topic) of 15 persons. The results

obtained show that, even for a group of more subjects, accuracy values remain between 96%

and 100%.

Table III -accuracy per individual for a 15-person group.



[0055] The following pertains testing the importance of the physiology-based "normalization".

In order to verify if the "normalized step" proposed here (that implies the normalization of the

distance measures collected for each test sample, using the mean value of RR across heartbeats

and along subjects calculated in the train) significantly improves performance accuracy, in

comparison with any other constant value, we evaluated accuracy values for the next 6

conditions:

I. Normalization of test samples using the physiology-based normalization proposed here;

II. Normalization of test samples using the constant value RR=0.5;

III. Classification of the test samples without normalizing them;

IV. Normalization of test samples using the constant value RR=4.0;

V. Normalization of test samples using the constant value RR=0.04;

VI. Normalization of test samples using the constant value of RR=1.6e-04.

[0056] Statistical tests were performed between the condition I and the other conditions in

order to conclude if the first condition was the best option.

Table IV - Accuracy values per individual for each one of the conditions evaluated.



Subject 1 100

Subject 2 100

Subject 3 97.20

Subject 4 100
II - Normalization of

Subject 5 96.00
test samples using

Subject 6 99.40
the constant value

Subject 7 99.40
RR=0.5

Subject 8 97.70

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 98.90

MEAN 98.90

Subject 1 100

Subject 2 100

Subject 3 95.50

Subject 4 97.70
III - Classification of

Subject 5 87.00
the test samples

Subject 6 98.90
without normalizing

Subject 7 99.40
them

Subject 8 97.70

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 84.2

MEAN 96.00

Subject 1 100

Subject 2 100

Subject 3 87.60
IV - Normalization

Subject 4 89.80
of test samples

Subject 5 92.70
using the constant

Subject 6 88.10
value RR=4.0

Subject 7 96.00

Subject 8 91.50

Subject 9 100



Subject 10 87.60

MEAN 96.00

Subject 1 100

Subject 2 100

Subject 3 97.70

Subject 4 98.90
V - Normalization of

Subject 5 95.50
test samples using

Subject 6 100
the constant value

Subject 7 99.4
RR=4.0

Subject 8 97.70

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 98.30

MEAN 98.80

Subject 1 92.10

Subject 2 92.10

Subject 3 87.60

Subject 4 89.80
VI - Normalization

Subject 5 92.70
of test samples

Subject 6 88.10
using the constant

Subject 7 87.60
value of RR=1.6e-04

Subject 8 91.50

Subject 9 91.00

Subject 10 87.60

MEAN 90.00

Table V - Results of the statistical tests performed for determining the best condition.



[0057] Taking into account the resu lts obtai ned in the statistica l tests, the va lue of the consta nt

used for norma lizing new test samples rea lly matters. Indeed, a significa nt difference was found

between condition I and IV, and betwee n condition I and V I. Considering that the value of the

averaged accu racy along subjects is higher in condition I relatively to both the conditions IV and

VI, the use of the traini ng mea n RR across all heartbeats and subjects as norma lization consta nt

is significa ntly importa nt for ensuring better performa nces in the classification of new samples.

It also must be considered that, advantageously, the norma lization using the disclosed average

RR method is not pa rticula rly dema nding of computer capabi lities.

[0058] After proving that the value used for norma lizing new features va lues cannot be a

random constant, we also com pa red the accu racy obtained using the proposed norma lization

versus usi ng the norma lization method currently used in pattern recognition methods - the

featu re equa lization method, that implies the application of the fol lowi ng norma lization along

each feature :

v( ) -
:v. =

s

[0059] Where x {i) is the sample norma lized value, x ( is each sa mple va lue, x is the average

value across sa mples for a given featu re, σ is the sta nda rd deviation across sam ples for that

featu re.

[0060] In the table below is presented the accuracy per subject for a different grou p of 10

persons, using the proposed norma lization and the features equa lization method.



Table VI - Results obtained using the two method of normalization tested.

[0061] By observing the results obtained, we can conclude that, although a higher average

accuracy across subjects was obtained for the features equalization method, the difference

between accuracy values per individual using the normalization and the equalization method

was not significant. This indicates that the improvement obtained using the equalization

method is not significant, and considering that this method is much more computationally



demanding in comparison with the proposed normalization - the first involves in the

computation 26 constant values, while for applying the second one, it is only necessary a single

constant value - it is more worthwhile applying the second one.

[0062] Taking those results in consideration, we found that the disclosed normalization method

reveals to be more efficient in comparison with the ones used so far in the prior art.

[0063] The following pertains testing the robustness of the three features selected using other

types of classifiers - i.e. classifier dependence. In order to conclude if the three features used in

this method are really relevant and the normalization important for achieving good accuracies,

we performed several tests using a Back-Propagation Neural Network (instead of the Support

Vector Machines), for evaluating if the high performance values were due to the relevance of

the features selected, or were related with the classifier selected t o be applied in this problem.

[0064] Different configurations of the Neural Network were used in this topic (different

proportions between train, validation and test sets; different number of layers). A different

group of 10 persons was used here.

Table VII - Results obtained using a Back-Propagation Neural Network as classifier.



b) Run 2 - 10 Subject 1 100 70 (798) 15 (171) 15 (171)

layers Subject 2 100

Subject 3 80.00

Subject 4 94.44

Subject 5 100

Subject 6 100

Subject 7 100

Subject 8 100

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 93.33

MEAN 96.77

c) Run 3 - 3 Subject 1 100 70 (798) 15 (171) 15 (171)

layers Subject 2 100

Subject 3 90.90

Subject 4 100

Subject 5 93.33

Subject 6 100

Subject 7 100

Subject 8 100

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 91.30

MEAN 97.55

d) Run 4 - 5 Subject 1 100 70 (798) 10 (114) 20 (228)

layers Subject 2 100

Subject 3 90.00

Subject 4 94.70

Subject 5 100

Subject 6 97.10

Subject 7 93.30

Subject 8 100

Subject 9 100



Subject 10 88.60

MEAN 96.37

e) Run 5 - 10 Subject 1 100 50 (627) 20 (228) 30 (285)

layers Subject 2 100

Subject 3 73.70

Subject 4 95.50

Subject 5 89.20

Subject 6 100

Subject 7 100

Subject 8 93.80

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 94.30

MEAN 94.65

f) Run 6 - 3 Subject 1 100 55 (627) 10 (114) 35 (399)

layers Subject 2 100

Subject 3 89.80

Subject 4 97.10

Subject 5 89.60

Subject 6 100

Subject 7 100

Subject 8 97.00

Subject 9 100

Subject 10 92.70

MEAN 96.62

[0065] We observed that similar results are obtained using a Neurol Network in comparison

with the SVM method. Concluding, the three features selected for this method and the

normalization method proposed are really relevant for obtaining good performances, in general

independently of the type of classifier included in the method, considering the tested classifiers

which are preferable embodiments of the disclosure having shown advantageous results in

combination with the previously mentioned steps.



[0066] The following pertains to comparing accuracy results obtained using only 3 features

versus a higher number of features. Taking into account that the majority of the methods

developed for solving this problem use much more features than we use here, we performed

several tests in order to evaluate if the inclusion of more features (in addition to the three

already selected) would significantly increase performance accuracy. We therefore evaluated

the method performance using 13 features: temporal distance between points and T (RT);

between Q and T (QT); between S and T (ST); R and P (RP); between the point that marks the

beginning of the P wave and point Q (bPQ); between the point that marks the beginning of the

P wave and point P (bPP); between the point that marks the beginning of the Pwave and point

R (bPR); between the point that marks the beginning of the P wave and point S (bPS); between

the point that marks the beginning of the P wave and point T (bPT); the amplitude difference

between points R and P (RP amplitude); the amplitude difference between points R and S (RS

amplitude); the amplitude difference between points R and Q (RQ amplitude); the amplitude

difference between points R and T (RT amplitude). Accuracy values of using 3 or 13 features

were compared.

Table VIII - Results obtained using 3 versus 13 features for the classification problem.



13 features Subject 1 94.97

Subject 2 94.97

Subject 3 92.73

Subject 4 98.89

Subject 5 95.53

Subject 6 92.18

Subject 7 91.06

Subject 8 91.62

Subject 9 93.29

Subject 10 99.44

MEAN 94.47

[0067] Taking into account the results of the table above, a slightly better performance is

obtained using only 3 features in comparison with 13, although this improvement be not

significant (p>0.05). Therefore, considering the computational cost associated with the two

options, the first one (3 features) is notoriously more favourable.

[0068] It is disclosed a device and a method of recognizing a subject using only three

characteristics extracted from its ECG waveform that allows fast recognition and high

performance rates and low F . Due t o its computational simplicity, the disclosed method can

be embedded in a device, e.g. hardware modules with simple architectures, being capable of

recognizing a subject using only 1 t o 2 heartbeat waveforms (approximately 2 seconds). Two

important attributes that characterize the method are the normalization that is involved in the

classification scheme, and the three features selected for characterizing each individual - that

are based on the ECG morphology. According with several tests performed, the normalization

method included in this method ensures higher performance rates in comparison with the

methods used so far. Accordingly, the three features selected here - distance measures ST, QT

and RT - are indeed relevant, being capable of correctly identifying a subject, mostly

independently of the type of the classifier used for the recognition task; being even much

stronger and robust used together that in addition with other type of features (related with

amplitude, for example).



[0069] The term "comprising" whenever used in this document is intended to indicate the

presence of stated features, integers, steps, components, but not to preclude the presence or

addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof.

[0070] It is to be appreciated that certain embodiments of the disclosure as described herein

may be incorporated as code (e.g., a software algorithm or program) residing in firmware

and/or on computer useable medium having control logic for enabling execution on a computer

system having a computer processor, such as any of the servers described herein. Such a

computer system typically includes memory storage configured to provide output from

execution of the code which configures a processor in accordance with the execution. The code

can be arranged as firmware or software, and can be organized as a set of modules, including

the various modules and methods described herein, such as discrete code modules, function

calls, procedure calls or objects in an object-oriented programming environment. If

implemented using modules, the code can comprise a single module or a plurality of modules

that operate in cooperation with one another to configure the machine in which it is executed

to perform the associated functions, as described herein. The above described embodiments

are combinable.



C L A I S

Method for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG, waveform, said

method comprising:

capturing ECG signals from a sample population including the person t o be identified;

computing ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T of the sample population from the captured

ECG signals;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or any other three

linear-combination distances of ST, RT and QT, from the computed ECG fiducial points Q, R,

S and T of the sample population;

training a computer classification model on the computed sample population ECG

distances;

capturing an ECG signal from the person t o be identified;

computing the person's ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T from the person's captured ECG

signal;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or the same three

linear-combination distances of ST, RT and QT used when training the computer

classification model, from the person's computed ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T;

using the classification model with the person's computed ECG distances t o identify the

person to be identified within the sample population.

Method for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG, waveform, against a

previously trained computer classification model using a sample population including the

person to be identified, said method comprising:

capturing an ECG signal from the person t o be identified;

computing the person's ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T from the person's captured ECG

signal;

computing the ECG distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or three linear-

combination distances of ST, RT and QT previously used when training said computer

classification model, from the person's computed ECG fiducial points Q, R, S and T;



using the classification model with the person's computed ECG distances to identify the

person to be identified within the sample population;

wherein the classification model was previously trained on sample population ECG

distances consisting of ECG distances ST, RT and QT, or any other three linear-combination

distances of ST, RT and QT, which were computed from the computed ECG fiducial points

Q, R, Sand T which were computed from captured ECG signals from the sample population.

3 . Method according to any of the previous claims, comprising normalizing the computed ECG

distances ST, RT and QT, of the sample population and of the person to be identified, using

an average of the ECG distance RR computed from the captured ECG signals from the

sample population.

4 . Method according to any of the previous claims, comprising computing ECG distances from

the captured ECG signals of the sample population for up to a maximum of 25 to 60

heartbeat waveforms for each population member, in particular up to a maximum of 35 to

50 heartbeat waveforms for each population member, or between 25 and 50 heartbeats

for each population member, or between 35 to 60 heartbeats for each population

member.

5 . Method according to any of the previous claims, comprising computing ECG distances from

the captured ECG signals of the person to be identified for 1 to 2 heartbeat waveforms.

6 . Method according to any of the previous claims, wherein computing the ECG distances ST,

RT and QT of a heartbeat waveform includes:

determining the fiducial points Q, R, Sand T from the heartbeat waveform, and

calculating the time intervals between S and T for ECG distance ST, between R and T for

ECG distance RT, and between Q and T for ECG distance QT.

7 . Method according to any of the previous claims, wherein computing the ECG distance RR

of a heartbeat waveform includes:

determining the fiducial point Rfrom the heartbeat waveform and the fiducial point Rfrom

the preceding heartbeat waveform, and

calculating the time interval between the two fiducial points Rfor ECG distance RR.



8 . Method according t o any of the previous claims, comprising rejecting the computed ECG

distances of a heartbeat waveform if the heartbeat waveform is determined t o be a noisy

waveform.

9 . Method according t o the previous claim, wherein a heartbeat waveform is determined t o

be a noisy waveform if the following formula is verified:

QR < 0.075 and 0.200 s < = 0.360 s .

10. Method according to the previous claim, wherein computing the ECG distances QR, QT and

RR of a heartbeat waveform includes:

determining the fiducial points Q, R and T from the heartbeat waveform,

calculating the time intervals between Q and R for ECG distance QR, between Q and T for

ECG distance QT,

determining the fiducial point Rfrom the preceding heartbeat waveform, and

calculating the time interval between the two fiducial points R for ECG distance RR.

11. Method according t o any of the previous claims, comprising filtering the captured ECG

signal.

12. Method comprising capturing the ECG signal from the person to be identified for a plurality

of heartbeats, performing said method according t o any of the previous claims, for

identifying a person, for each captured heartbeat, and selecting the person that was

identified more frequently over said plurality of heartbeats.

13. Non-transitory storage media including program instructions for implementing a method

for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG, waveform, the program

instructions including instructions executable t o carry out the method of any of the claims

1-12.

14. Device for identifying a person through an electrocardiogram, ECG, waveform, said device

comprising a non-transitory storage media according t o the previous claim.



15. Device according to the previous claim comprising an ECG capture circuit and a digital data

processor for carrying out said program instructions.

16. Device comprising an ECG capture circuit and a digital data processor arranged to carry out

the method of any of the claims 1-12.
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